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Introduction 

 

The possibility of proton transfer between acid and base subunits in a system plays a 

crucial role in a wide range of chemical and biological reactions. Hydrogen Halides and 

Ammonia provide us with a simple, prototypical acid-base pair for studying the proton 

transfer reactions. It is speculated that gas-phase NH3···HX might exist as an ion pair just 

as in the polar solution. Theoretical and experimental studies demonstrated that the system 

exists as a simple hydrogen-bonded system with HX as the proton donor and NH3 as the 

acceptor rather than an ion pair forms resulting from complete proton transfer. 

In these reactions, the solvent is expected to assume an important role in facilitating 

proton transfer. In an aqueous or other polar solvent, ionization of NH3···HX is readily 

promoted, producing the solvated ionic species (NH4
+···X-). The stepwise association of 

methanol molecule with the gas phase complex can eventually facilitate ionization within 

the complex, producing the NH4 + ···X··· (CH3OH)n cluster. 

In this paper, we present the results of high-level ab initio and DFT calculations on 

NH3···HX···( CH3OH)n clusters for three hydrogen halides HF, HCl, and HBr, with the 

number of methanol molecules varying from none to three (n=0, 1, 2, 3). The results 

include equilibrium geometries, binding energies, additive energy, HX vibrational 

stretching frequencies and dipole moment of complex. 

 

Computational Methods 
 

To choose suitable basis set, the basis set effects were studied at the MP2 and B3LYP 

level with 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets. Using the selected basis set 6- 311++G(d,p), the 

structures of NH3···HX··· (CH3OH)n were optimized at the MP2 and B3LYP level. To 

understand the electron correlation effect, two levels of theory [DFT, MP2] with the 6- 

311++G(d, p) basis set were used in the calculations of the interaction energies between 

the CH3OH and NH3-HX The counterpoise (CP) method was used to correct the basis set 

superposition error (BSSE). 
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The dissociation energy, De, for a cluster was calculated by taking the difference 

between the total energy of the cluster and the sum of the total energies of the isolated 

constituent molecules (HX, NH3, CH3OH) comprising the cluster, that is, 

De= [E(HX) + E(NH3) + nE(CH3OH)] -E[NH3···HX··· (CH3OH)n] (1) 

and additive energy, AEadd, for NH3···HX··· (CH3OH)n cluster was calculated by 

difference the total dissociation energy of cluster, De(complex), and dissociation energy 

of two components as defined: 

AEadd=De(complex) – De(NH3–HX) – nDe(NH3 ···CH3OH) – nDe(HX···CH3OH) (2) 

OEadd interprets to the cooperativity of methanol that assist the proton transfer from 

acid to base. 

 
 

Results and discussion 
 

The results of this study show that a predictable trend exists among the hydrogen halide 

series in the NH3···HX···(CH3OH)n system, with respect to propensity toward proton 

transfer between gas-phase HX and NH3, facilitated by 0, 1, 2, or 3 Methanol. The 

successive addition of Methanol to complexes of NH3 and HX gradually weakens the 

H—X bond. Proton transfer between HCl and NH3 apparently requires two Methanols, 

while proton transfer between HF and NH3 requires at least three Methanols. These 

results are consistent with the known trend in the acidity of the HX series, which increases 

in the order HF < HCl < HBr. 

The HX stretching frequencies are further red-shifted for the F and Cl by one methanol 

clusters from those for the NH3···HX dimers, along with large enhancements in the IR 

intensity. This is correlated with the weakening of the H-X bond as the bond distance is 

lengthened because of the presence of the methanol. It should be noted that the HBr 

stretching mode is no longer present because of the ionic dissociation of HBr in the one 

methanol cluster. 

Evidently, the addition of a one methanol is sufficient to promote proton transfer 

between HBr and NH3 in NH3···HBr···CH3OH, while for NH3···HF··· CH3OH and 

NH3···HCl···CH3OH, the NH3···HX unit remains hydrogen-bonded. The increases in 

the HF and HCl bond lengths indicate the further weakening of the covalent bond in the 

clusters upon the addition of a Methanol. On the other hand, the increase in the HBr bond 

length relative to the free HBr monomer. The abrupt increase for the one methanol cluster 

implies that the covalent HBr bond is no longer in existence and the methanol molecule 

has a more pronounced effect on the dissociation of H from Br. 
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of the NH3-HX-CH3OH cluster. 
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Figure 2. Calculated bEadd values of NH3···HX···(CH3OH)n system versus number of methanol 

molecules in complexes 

 

Table1. Optimized Structural Parameters For (HF-NH3-CH3OH)n for the B3LYP and MP2(values 

in parentheses) by 6-311++G(d,p) Level. All distances in Å. Calculated v values in cm-1. 

 

Parameter HF-NH3 HF-NH3-CH3OH HF-NH3-(CH3OH)2 HF-NH3-(CH3OH)3 

 

r H-F 0.96161 0.98842 1.0459 1.35995 

 ( 0.948 ) ( 0.968 ) ( 1.0034 ) (1.2836) 

r H….N 1.67359 1.56992 1.41926 1.11684 

 ( 1.7028 ) ( 1.61) ( 1.4881 ) (1.14459) 

r N….F 2.6352 2.55834 2.46516 2.47679 

 ( 2.651 ) ( 2.565 ) ( 2.4807 ) (2.42818) 

Dipole moment 4.9346 3.0077 1.6478 1.9364 

 ( 4.923 ) (2.9003) ( 1.324 ) (1.477) 

v H-F 3247 2795.88 1898.25 - 

 ( 3480 ) ( 3086 ) - - 

E(Hartree) -157.0878557 -272.8656342 -388.6409787 -504.4185041 

 (-156.7157276) (-272.1743594) (-387.6309937 (-503.0882815) 
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